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established, the contribution is limited to code developers to
improve the code.

ABSTRACT
Despite the emergence of UML as the defacto modeling and
design tool for software engineering, its adoption remains dismal.
Software development, particularly in the open source
community, remains code-centric. Adoption of UML in open
source projects represents a significant lost opportunity. In this
paper, we present an approach to encourage upfront design
practices and the adoption of UML modeling in open source
projects. In particular, we demonstrate the approach for small
contributions and bug fixes. The approach relies on integrating
UML-level abstractions into the code. This integration means that
open source developers can continue to use their familiar textbased tools to manage the source code and contributions, while at
the same time benefit from UML added value of abstractions and
comprehension. Other benefits of this approach include
broadening the boundaries of bug fix contribution by including
modelers and end-users, and incrementally add UML model
diagrams into open source project’s documentation.

Umple, an open sourced model oriented programming language,
was developed to help open source developers adopt modeling by
1) continue to use textual repositories such as SVN and GIT, 2)
provide an environment familiar to code-centric developers, and
3) integrate modeling abstractions with code[2]. In this paper, we
present an approach of using Umple tool in OSS projects as a way
to incorporate UML modeling during the bug fix process. This
approach would expand and diversify the contribution of bug
fixing, including modelers and end users. The remaining of this
paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present related
literature in Umple and modeling practices in OS community. In
section 3, we explain our approach of adopting Umple in OSS
projects. In section 4, we discuss the limitation of the approach. In
section 5, we conclude the paper.

2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE
REVIEW

CCS Concepts
• Information Systems → Open source software • Software
and its engineering → Model-driven software engineering •
Software and its engineering → Unified Modeling Language
(UML)

In this section, we give an overview of Umple and the process to
reverse engineer existing source code into the model oriented
language Umple. We also provide an overview of modeling
practices in OSS community.
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2.1 The Umple Model Oriented Language
Umple [10] is an open source modeling and programming
language that aims to enable model-oriented programming. It adds
UML associations, attributes, and state machines to objectoriented programming languages such as Java, C++, PHP. Umple
has been developed by a team in the University of Ottawa to
facilitate modeling adoption in software engineering projects
especially OSS projects. It is written in itself by manually
refactoring the original java version into Umple; and has been
published as open source since 2010[2].

Umple; Model Oriented Programming; Open Source Projects;
UML; Program Comprehension; Bug Fixing; Software Design;
Reserve Engineering; Forward Engineering; Code Generation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The adoption of modeling tools is absent in open source
communities [2, 9]. Based on the survey in[3], the reasons behind
this absent include the complexity of the modeling tools, and the
difficulty to overcome the prevalent code culture. In addition,
Open Source Software (OSS) graphic modeling tools are
improving slower than other software development technologies,
and lack of visual tools that support OSS projects[6]. Besides the
low adaption of modeling, Open Source (OS) developers and
contributors can only commit code segments. Once a bug issue is

Umple supports incremental and rapid development environment
[4], by combining high level system abstraction and low level
specification in the same development artifact. It is also used for
teaching UML modeling in classrooms [8]. Umple has also a webbased environment [11] that allows users to model either textually
or visually, and where the changes are automatically
synchronized.

2.2 Umplification
Umplification is a process of converting base language program
into Umple program through a set of re-factorings [7]. This
process resembles the performance of any reverse engineering
tool, but the unique difference is that the resulted model is not a
separated artifact. The final result of this process is a model that
semantically integrated with the code, significantly facilitating
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round-trip engineering. The purpose of the Umplification process
is to: 1) allow a better understanding of the program, 2) reduce the
volume of code, and 3) facilitate the switch to model-driven
development [5].

segment of code that corresponds to the bug. Then, automatically
generate UML model (class & state machine diagrams), and save
the result as an Umple file. Both the original bug code and the
Umple file are to be stored in the bug report.

The Umplification process takes three main transformation steps
[5, 7]. The following is a summary of these transformations
(adopted from [5]):

This approach would enable two types of contributions. Coders
who are comfortable with code more than models can directly
access the original source code and disregard the model. Then,
they can submit their code solution, as in the traditional bug fix
process. Modelers who are more familiar with model than code
can access Umple file to start with the model. Then, automatically
generate code from the modified model as a bug solution. The
project maintainers will receive the bug solution as either Umple
file or patch code. If the contribution comes as an Umple file, then
both model and code are committed. However, if the contribution
comes as a patch code (from coders), the master copy of Umple
file needs to be updated to reflect the new changes before
committing model and code. The figure 1 below illustrates our
proposed approach.

•

Transformation 0: renaming the source files (e.g. Java,
C++) as Umple file with .ump extension.

•

Transformation 1: changing the sub-classing notation
into the Umple ‘isA’ notation; packaging notation into
Umple ‘namespace’ notation; dependency notation such
as ‘import’ into Umple ‘depend’ notation.

•

Transformation 2: analyzing and converting instance
variables to reflect Umple attribute, association, or state
machine.

The Umplification process can be semi-automated by using a ruledriven tool called “Umplificator” [5]. This tool is a language
interpreter and static analyzer that parses the base language code
and processes it into an internal representation. It relies on initial
parsing tools such as Java Development Tool (JDT) for Java to
extract the model from the base language code. The Umplificator
tool then applies a predetermine set of refactoring rules to
transform the language model into Umple model. The tool
integrates mapping rules for the transformation 1, and some of the
transformation 2.

2.3 Modeling Practices in OSS Community
The Modeling adoption in OSS projects remains very low [2, 9].
OS developers favor to deal with code rather than model for many
reasons. According to the study in [3], OS developers resist to
adopt modeling because of the high complexity of modeling tools,
and the difficulty associated with changing the code culture in
OSS community. OS developers also claim that models would not
generate quality code that satisfies their needs [3]. Another study
reveals that OSS modeling tools are improving slower than the
other software development technologies, which further slows the
adoption of modeling in OSS projects [6].

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed approach

Umple tool can facilitate the adoption of modeling in OSS
projects since it includes Java code, UML association, and UML
state machine in the same textual artifact [2]. Umple would help
the OSS community by shrinking the amount of code [2]; and
incorporates visual diagrams into the project documentation;
having these visual diagrams helps attracting new OS
contributors, and benefiting the software maintenance process [6].
Therefore, we believe that adopting Umple can have significant
benefit to the bug fixing process in OSS projects.

4. LIMITATION OF THE APPROACH
The approach suffers from some issues that might affect its
performance. First, it requires that OSS projects use objectoriented programming language for their source code in order to
comply with UML modeling notation. In addition, the approach is
applicable for OSS projects that have a maintainer (committer)
team who validate the bug issues and identify the bug code
beforehand. Lastly, the approach needs to be tested empirically in
real OSS cases.

3. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
We propose an approach of using Umple in OSS projects during
the bug fix process. We specify the modeling practice at this
process for three reasons: 1) bug process is an integral part of OSS
projects activities, 2) promote diversity in bug fixing contributors,
including modelers and end-users, and 3) incrementally
incorporate modeling diagrams in OSS projects’ documentation.

5. CONCLUSION
The majority of OSS projects remain code dependent to build or
fix source code. We present an approach to facilitate UML
modeling practices in OSS projects utilizing Umple tool. The
approach incorporate modeling practice during the bug process in
order to incrementally add modeling abstraction to the source
code, and broaden the contribution circle to include modelers and
end-users. For future work, we plan to conduct empirical studies
by integrating this approach into an OSS project, and validating
the efficiency of the bug process in term of quantity (number of
contributors) and the quality of the bug fix.

Umple will be used as a tool to perform the modeling in this
approach [1]. We select Umple because it is well suited for
modeling in such OSS environment [2]. In this approach, the
modeling practice begins after a bug request is initiated and
validated. OSS project maintainers would refactor (umplify) the
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